Rental Hardware Systems

INSTRUCTIONS
Pop-Up! Portable Dressing & Tech Rooms
You are going to love the convenience of our portable pop-up rooms. Used to create tech
spaces, or as a dressing room, they are quick and easy to set up and travel conveniently in a
roadworthy wheeled case. Assembly instructions:

1. Opening the case will reveal the LED light,
safety mirror, sidewall and dressing room frame.

2. For quick assembly, remove the accessories
and start with the frame first. The frame is easily
walked into an open position with just 2 people.
Pull on opposite diagonal corners to fully extend
the canopy and snap it into place, then extend
the legs to the top, most extended position.

3.Next, the sidewall should be attached to the
canopy using the exposed Velcro with the white
side of the cloth facing into the room. Remember to start from the center of a side, as this will
be your door flap once you are finished attaching the sidewall.

4.The compact LED light fixture is installed by
clipping it to the center of the roof frame. Be sure
to point it up to face the white ceiling. This will
provide bright, evenly reflected light. Run a
power cable off to the side and down one of the
legs and plug it into standard 110v power.

5.To install the mirror panel, position it using the
attached Velcro to any section of wall sliding
it in between the canopy and sidewall to grasp the
Velcro firmly.

6.Packing it up is as easy as 1-2-3. Remove
the clip light and store the mirror in the protective bag. Peel away the sidewall and fold it
neatly. Press the silver buttons on each leg to
lower, and then pull rings to release, and walk
to the center to collapse. The compacted frame
with canopy attached will drop into the bottom
of the molded case, followed by the folded
sidewall, mirror and light fixture.
Pop on the lid and roll off to the next event.
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